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This term we will be looking at

chance & uncertainty, equations,

number patterns and sequences and

shape. 

In addition to this we will be doing

lots of mental maths practice.

     Please keep checking the SWAY page       

       for the most up to date dates.

Thurs 25th April - Euroquiz (Quiz

team only)

Friday 26th April - CSI Day -

Dumfries High School

Tues 7th, Weds 8th May- Learner

Conferences

Fri 17th May- Sports day

Fri 24th May- Sports Day reserve

Tues 4th June- Fun 5z netball (for

those who have come to club this

year)

Thurs 13th June - Night of the

Queen’s Music - Choir Members

Mon 1st July- last day 

Primary 6 Newsletter - Term Four 

Our focus for the start of this term is World

Festivals, we will be studying four different World

Festivals and exploring the customs and practises

associated with each and perhaps coming up with 

out own class festival!

In writing we will be looking at:

Narrative

information reports (tied to our

World Festivals topic.)

Response (to a piece of art) in our

writing. 

We will continue to practise our spelling

through various active means and have

our weekly test on a Friday to monitor

how we are getting on.

As a class we will be reading “Hilda and

the hidden people” by Stephen Davies.
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This term in P.E. our focus is football and the

athletics. Please ensure hair is tied up and tape

in supplied to cover earrings. Our PE days are

Monday and Wednesday.

In class we will be looking at relationships,

sexual health and parenting. We follow the

cluster guidelines as to what to teach at every

primary age and a letter with further details

will also be sent home.
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Topic Two
Forces at the Funfair

Our focus for the second half of the term will be

looking at scientific forces and using what we learn

to create our own funfair experience. 

This term Primary 6 will be continuing to 

receive spelling homework weekly. Could it

please be returned on a Thursday.

We will be using excel and other

relevant software to help with

data handling and creating

graphs. We will also be looking at

multimedia and creating videos

for our own festival. We will use

the greenscreen to create the

videos and then try our hand at

editing. 


